Priest’s Warning for 2021 (Video 10:02 min) 6.25.21

[A researcher’s transcription – not exact...]

These people know that these vaccines will kill you.

This is their intention -
This is an extermination of humanity.

2 billion will die within two years.
Some states have 85% people vaxed, and
Those states will have serious trouble!

Start to be prepared! Now!
Some people will lose their mind!
The “pandemic” is false. (It is all about getting people vaxed!)

Most people did not look for the Truth!
This is now just like the summer of 1914, just before the first World War.
At that time, in the next 3 to 4 years, 20 million people would be killed in a war.

If you haven't been vaccinated, this will not happen to you.
The un-vaxed will not get the vax diseased from the vaxed.
(Everyone will still have a chance to get the COVID virus, so prepare for that.)

However, there will be serious consequences for all that survive.
There will not be enough professionals to take away the dead.
You should buy a hazmat suit, because you will be asked to carry the dead to the mass graves.

This is going to be a terrible age - the darkest age of humanity.
This will be a terrible catastrophe.

You should show mercy to a person, even if they are a sinner.

We are not obliged to help people that are dying that become hostile to us.
This will be similar to what happened in Europe during "the black death."
The dead will not have a disease that can affect you - but as their health breaks down when alive, and as their bodies rot after death - they can catch other diseases that can be very dangerous to you.

Don't freak out. Stay calm.

All medicines that can fight the diseases of the vaxed, will become known soon, and they will all run out fast!

Anyone vaxed has a chance of getting the virus in a coming winter (due to the shot’s contents), and if so, they will drop dead.

When it becomes known that the vax shot causes eventual death, the Vaxed People are going to get REALLY ANGRY, and they will start riots in cities, and kill the politicians, journalists, and doctors that said to get the vax shot. A lot of mayhem will start, a lot of civil disorder!

I highly recommend that at these end times, you flee the city - go to the countryside, arm yourself, and defend yourself.

Ask who has been vaxed and who has not, And if anyone is hostile to those that have not. That is going to be very important information to have.

This has been a very sober video, but I owe you the Truth. Because I believe that the Truth is our best defense and our greatest weapon and ally.

You need to start preparing this summer - because - When flu season comes - then chaos!

http://allthatstreaming.com/media/ats/video/priest-warning-for-2021.mp4

When downloaded, it becomes a 32 Mb MP4 file.

One bottom line from this - It is now time to start not-vaxed groups, email lists, and communities!